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Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Information
This document contains certain forward-looking statements or “forward looking 
information” within the meaning of applicable securities laws, relating but not 
limited to Rupert Resource Ltd. (the “Company”)’s expectations, intentions, plans 
and beliefs. Forward-looking information can often be identified by forward-
looking words such as “anticipate”, “believe”, “expect”, “goal”, “plan”, “intent”, 
“estimate”, “may” and “will” or similar words suggesting future outcomes or 
other expectations, beliefs, plans, objectives, assumptions, intentions or 
statements about future events or performance. Forward-looking information 
may include: the Company’s outlook and results of its strategy, reserve and 
resource estimates, targeted gold discoveries, the Company's funding 
requirements, realising value for shareholders, future gold prices, the Companies 
ability to increase resources, estimates of future production, unit costs, costs of 
capital projects and timing of commencement of operations, and is based 
on current expectations that involve a number of business risks and 
uncertainties. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially 
from any forward-looking statement include, but are not limited to, failure to 
establish estimated resources and reserves, the grade and recovery of mined ore 
varying from estimates, capital and operating costs varying significantly from 
estimates, delays in obtaining or failures to obtain required governmental, 
environmental or other project approvals, inflation, changes in exchange rates, 
fluctuations in commodity prices, the impact of the new coronavirus (COVID-19) 
on the Company's operations and global economic conditions, delays in the 
development of projects and other factors. 
Forward looking statements
Potential shareholders and prospective investors should be aware that these 
statements are subject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other 
factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those suggested 
by the forward-looking statements. Investors are cautioned not to place undue 
reliance on forward-looking information. By its nature, forward- looking 
information involves numerous assumptions, inherent risks and uncertainties, 
both general and specific, that contribute to the possibility that the 
predictions, forecasts, projections and various future events will not occur. The 
Company undertakes no obligation to update publicly or otherwise revise any 
forward-looking information whether as a result of new information, future 
events or other such factors which affect this information, except as required by 
law.
This information is qualified in its entirety by cautionary statements and risk 
factor disclosure contained in filings made by the Company, including the 
Company’s Annual Information Form for the year ended February 28, 2019 filed 
with the securities regulatory authorities in certain provinces of Canada and 
available at www.sedar.com.

April 2018 resource estimate for the Pahtavaara Project
The Mineral Resource estimate for the Pahtavaara Project is reported in 
accordance with National Instrument 43-101 (“NI 43-101”) and has been 
estimated using the Canadian Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum 
(“CIM”) “Estimation of Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves best Practice 
Guidelines”. This mineral resource estimate was calculated using the multiple 
indicator kriging method (MIK) and is classified as Inferred as defined by the CIM. 
Numbers are affected by rounding. A cut-off of 1.5g/t Au was selected for the 
reported estimate based on historical breakeven operating costs, recoveries of 
85% and a gold price of EUR950/oz. See the technical report entitled “NI 43-101 
Technical Report: Pahtavaara Project Finland” with an effective date of April 16, 
2018, prepared by Brian Wolfe, Principal Consultant, International Resource 
Solutions Pty Ltd, an independent qualified person under National Instrument 43-
101 – Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects (“NI 43-101”). 

Cautionary Note to U.S. Investors Concerning Resource Estimate
This presentation has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the 
securities laws in effect in Canada, which differ in certain material respects from 
the disclosure requirements promulgated by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission (the “SEC”). For example, the terms “mineral reserve”, “proven 
mineral reserve”, “probable mineral reserve”, “mineral resource”, “measured 
mineral resource”, “indicated mineral resource” and “inferred mineral resource” 
are Canadian mining terms as defined in accordance with Canadian National 
Instrument 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects and the Canadian 
Institute of Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum (the “CIM”) - CIM Definition 
Standards on Mineral Resources and Mineral Reserves, adopted by the CIM 
Council, as amended. These definitions differ from the definitions in the 
disclosure requirements promulgated by the SEC. Accordingly, information 
contained in this presentation may not be comparable to similar information 
made public by U.S. companies reporting pursuant to SEC disclosure 
requirements.. 

Review by Qualified Person
Mike Sutton, a qualified person under NI 43-101 has reviewed and approved the 
scientific and technical information in this presentation.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
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http://www.sedar.com/


INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS

1. Permitted, recently producing gold mine with 
regional exploration upside

2. Finland, a top-tier jurisdiction for mining with 
potential for multi-million ounce discoveries

3. CEO, James Withall is a former gold equity fund 
manager and a geologist

4. Multiple new gold discoveries in past year and 
funded for next 12 months

5. Strategic investment from Agnico Eagle – owner 
of Europe’s largest gold mine 50km away

3RUP - TSXV



TEAM WITH PROVEN MINE FINDERS
BLEND OF INTERNATIONAL AND LOCAL EXPERTISE

Gunnar Nilsson – Non-Executive Chairman
Gunnar Nilsson was appointed as Non-Executive Chairman in June 
2018. Gunnar has over 30 years experience of developing and operating 
businesses in Europe and through joint venture companies outside 
Europe.

James Withall - Chief Executive Officer
James has over 20 years’ experience in mining. He was previously a 
Managing Partner and Fund Manager at Baker Steel Capital Managers 
responsible for their gold equities fund. James worked for more than 
seven years as a geologist, working in Western Australia for a number of 
mining companies in exploration, project and mine geologist roles. 

Jeffrey Karoly – Chief Financial Officer
Jeffrey is a Chartered Accountant with a degree in Geology from the 
University of Bristol. He has worked in the mining  sector for over 20 
years including 11 years in corporate finance roles with Anglo  American 
on three continents. Since 2008 he has been Chief Financial Officer of 
several junior resource companies listed on the TSX, ASX and AIM. 

Michael Sutton - P. Geo., Non-Executive Director
Mike is a geologist who has worked in some of the most prolific 
producing Canadian gold camps, including Timmins and Kirkland Lake. 
Mike has been awarded Prospector of the Year by the Ontario 
Prospectors Association and credited with the discovery of the South 
Mine Complex at Kirkland Lake.
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Thomas Credland – Head of Corporate Development
A geologist with over 15 years experience in mining, Thomas began 
his career as a geologist in Western Australia before returning to the 
United Kingdom to work in mining finance. 

Jukka Nieminen – Managing Director, Rupert Finland Jukka was 
instrumental in the acquisition of the Pahtavaara Project for the 
Company and is a geologist with over 20 years of experience in the 
mining industry. He started his career in Western Australia before 
returning to Finland to work as a mine geologist at the Pahtavaara and 
the Orivesi Gold mines.

Dr Charlotte Seabrook - Group Exploration Manager 
Prior to joining Rupert, Charlie was District Geologist for Newcrest in 
West Africa. Charlie has 18 years experience in geology and 
exploration having completed her PhD at the University of 
Witwatersrand. She also holds an MSc Mineral Resources from the 
University of Wales (Cardiff) and is based in Finland. 

Advisors:
Dr Julian Barnes – Geological Consultant
Dr Brett Davis – Consulting Structural Geologist
Brian Williams – Geophysics Consultant 
Dr David Selley – Geological Consultant

Mike Sutton 
South Mine Complex, Kirkland Lake, Ontario

Dr Charlotte Seabrook  
Séguéla, Cote d’Ivoire

Brian Williams (discovery team)  
Sakatti, Finland and Lisheen, Ireland

Selected discovery credits 
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
FUNDED FOR DISCOVERY 

Significant shareholders (fully diluted) %

Founders, Friends and Management 54.1

Agnico Eagle Mines Limited 15.1

AMG Gold – Mines & Metals Fund 1.7

Rupert share price – 1 year (+274%)

Rupert share price (+264%) YTD vs GDXJ (+7%)

5RUP - TSXV

Capital Structure

Shares on Issue 155,545,761

Options 10,385,000

AEM warrants (at CAD 1.00/shr) 11,543,704

Fully Diluted Shares 177,474,465

Market Cap (at CAD 2.55/shr) CAD396.6M

Last reported cash (February 29, 2020) CAD14.3M

Ticker TSXV : RUP
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GOLD EQUITIES AND EXPLORATION IN CHARTS
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• Acquire and explore at the 
bottom of the cycle

• Pahtavaara was acquired in 
2016

• Peaks in discoveries precede 
peaks in spend!

The Opportunity in Gold Equities

• Record spread between gold 
price and gold equities

• Gold price close to record 
highs in many currencies

6RUP - TSXV
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STRATEGIC LAND POSITION

KITTILÄ MILL (2MTPA CAPACITY)

PAHTAVAARA MILL (0.5MTPA CAPACITY)

RUPERT CONTROLS 297KM2 ALONG A MAJOR  REGIONAL STRUCTURE AND OWNS 
100% OF ONE OF TWO PERMITTED GOLD MILLS IN THE REGION

7RUP - TSXV
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THE STRATEGIC VALUE OF OWNING A MINE AND MILL
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Resource premium for projects with mills and exploration success at existing mines 

EXPLORATION SUCCESS AT EXISTING MINES ATTRACTS A PREMIUM VALUATION

Project with existing mill

Project without mill

Data source from companies and broker reports current as of 26 June 2020RUP - TSXV



REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL MODEL ANALOGY

9
Extract from regional study prepared by Dr. Brett Davis, consulting structural geologist to Rupert Resources Ltd. See the Company’s July 30, 2018 press release for 
further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo., is the Qualified Person who supervised the preparation of the scientific 
and technical disclosure in this news release.



REGIONAL DISCOVERIES
SIX NEW DISCOVERIES IN FIRST TWELVE MONTHS AT AREA 1

10RUP - TSXV

See the Company’s Sept 10, 2019 press release for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo., is the Qualified Person who supervised the preparation of the scientific and 
technical disclosure in this news release.



AREA 1 – MULTIPLE NEW DISCOVERIES

11…AGNICO EAGLE’S KITTILA MINE IS MINERALISED TO 2000M

See the Company’s June 10, 2020 press release for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo., is the Qualified Person who supervised the preparation of 
the scientific and technical disclosure in this news release.  Gold equivalent grades calculated using USD1500/oz gold and USD2.5/b Cu assuming 100% recoveries. 

RUP - TSXV

NO DRILLING DEEPER THAN 200M VERTICAL… 



IKKARI – POTENTIAL MULTI-MILLION OUNCE DISCOVERY

See the Company’s May 12, 2020 and June 29, 2020 press releases for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo. and Dr Charlie Seabrook, RPGeo., are the Qualified Persons 
who supervised the preparation of the scientific and technical disclosure in this news release.  12

AT LEAST 450M OF STRIKE, OPEN AT DEPTH AND POTENTIAL FOR PARALLEL ZONES 



IKKARI MINERALISATION

Ikkari drill hole 120042 (grades in grams per tonne Au)
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A TEXTBOOK EXAMPLE OF OROGENIC GOLD MINERALISATION

Three centimetres

Visible gold vein in hole 120061 (107g/t Au over 1m)

See the Company’s May 12, 2020 and June 29, 2020 press releases for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo. and Dr Charlie Seabrook, RPGeo., are the 
Qualified Persons who supervised the preparation of the scientific and technical disclosure in this news release.  

• Strong foliation and shearing

• Occurrences of visible gold

• Intense alteration

• Finely disseminated pyrite throughout

• Located on major regional structure



HEINÄ SOUTH DISCOVERY

See the Company’s October 17, 2019 press release for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo., is the Qualified Person 
who supervised the preparation of the scientific and technical disclosure in this news release.

Heinä South drill traces plotted on IP

A A’

Visible gold vein in hole 120033 482g/t Au over 1m

• Gold hosted in a pyrite-quartz vein stockwork
• Target open to north east, west and at depth
• IP geophysics (completed subsequently) suggests an 

un-tested offset to the sulphide zone.

120011 – 5.2G/T AU OVER 9.5M
120033 – 482G/T AU OVER 1.0M



HEINÄ CENTRAL DISCOVERY

See the Company’s October 17, 2019 press release for further information. In compliance with National Instrument 43-101, Mr. Mike Sutton, P.Geo., is the Qualified Person 
who supervised the preparation of the scientific and technical disclosure in this news release.

119044 - 31M GRADING 1.5G/T Au & 0.5% Cu  
119062 - 10.6M GRADING 3.3G/T Au & 1.5% Cu 
119049 - 37.5M GRADING 0.8% Cu & 0.4 G/T Au  



NEW HIGH GRADE RESULTS - POTENTIAL TO INCREASE EXISTING RESOURCE1

NEAR MILL EXPLORATION

See news release from 16 January 2020 for further information. Mike Sutton, a qualified person under NI 43-101 reviewed and approved the scientific and technical information in this image.  
1 Inferred Resource of 4.6 Mt at a grade of 3.2 g/t Au (474 koz), see disclaimer and announcement dated May 24, 2018 
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SCALE UNDERESTIMATED BY PREVIOUS OWNERS 

Mine
• Open pits & 30km U/G development to 450m RL
500ktpa processing plant
• Produced over 350koz, Free milling gravity gold (1)

Extensions near u/g 
infrastructure

Permitted tailings facility
• Potential capacity up to 8M m3

Low estimated capital restart potential
• Mine and mill on active care & maintenance

Images - Refer to announcements from May 24, 2018 and January 16, 2020  for further information. Block model shown with > 1g/t Au 
cut off. Mike Sutton, a qualified person under NI 43-101 reviewed and approved the scientific and technical information in these news 
releases

RESOURCE EXPANSION POTENTIAL AT SURFACE, DEPTH AND ALONG STRIKE

0 400m

3100g/t Au over 0.5m underground sample

17RUP - TSXV



AREA 1

• Ongoing drilling of new discoveries with potential to become high value deposits

PAHTAVAARA MINE

• New high-grade zones, open pit potential, resource upside

REGIONAL EXPLORATION

• Ongoing program to generate further discoveries on 297km2 contiguous land package

SUMMARY AND CATALYSTS
ABILITY TO UNLOCK VALUE OF DISCOVERIES THOUGH PERMITTED PAHTAVAARA MILL

HIGH IMPACT DRILLING CONTINUES WITH RESULTS PENDING

STRATEGIC PARTNERSHIP WITH 
AGNICO EAGLE
• Initial $13.1M for 9.9% to fund 2020 
• Option to increase stake to 15% for 

further $11.5M investment

18RUP - TSXV



CONTACT DETAILS 

James Withall – Chief Executive Officer
Email - jwithall@rupertresources.com

Thomas Credland – Head of Corporate Development 
Email - tcredland@rupertresources.com

Address
82 Richmond Street East
Suite 203, Toronto,
Ontario M5C 1P1

Website
www.rupertresources.com
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